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The magnetic and electronic properties of a-NaMnO2 and delafossite CuMnO2 are investigated

using a full-potential linearized augmented plane wave method. For the monoclinic structure at

room temperature, CuMnO2 behaves like a frustrated spin-lattice. For the triclinic structure at low

temperature, the obtained magnetic configurations of the lowest energy for both a-NaMnO2 and

CuMnO2 are consistent with experiments. However, the exchange constants are all positive. This

reveals that the magnetic frustration is only partially relieved at low temperature. It is also found

that the Mn3þ ions are in a high-spin state. Taking into account the on-site Coulomb correlations,

our results show that a-NaMnO2 and CuMnO2 are charge-transfer insulators. VC 2011 American
Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3536533]

Geometrically frustrated magnetic systems have

attracted considerable attention due to their extraordinary

magnetic properties.1–3 The geometrical frustration is caused

by a conflict that arises between the geometry of the space

inhabited by a set of degrees of freedom and the local corre-

lations favored by their interactions.4,5 The simplest example

of a geometrically frustrated system is the triangular-lattice

antiferromagnet,6–9 in which not all interactions can be mini-

mized simultaneously. With the quasi-two-dimensional (2D)

triangular-lattice MnO2 layers, the compounds AMnO2

(A¼Na, Cu)10,11 are of great interest as model compounds

for the study of geometrically frustrated magnets. Recently,

the crystal structure of a-NaMnO2 has been reported as the

a-NaFeO2 type,10 whereas CuMnO2 is related to the delafos-

site structure.11 The structure of AMnO2 is composed of 2D

triangular-lattice MnO2 layers of edge-sharing MnO6 octahe-

dra separated by A ions, which is monoclinic (C2/m) at room

temperature (RT) and triclinic (P�1) at low temperature (LT).

But Cu or Na ions are located at the O�Cu�O dumbbell

centers or the NaO6 octahedra centers, respectively. Zorko

et al.12 have determined the nearest-neighbor antiferromag-

netic (AFM) exchange coupling constants of a-NaMnO2 at

RT by employing the finite-temperature Lanczos method.

Stock et al.13 have described a-NaMnO2 at LT as a one-

dimensional (1D) AFM chain model, in contrast to earlier

studies. Zhang et al.14 have performed first-principles density

functional calculations for the monoclinic structure of a-

NaMnO2 at RT. However, the electronic structure calculations

are absent for a-NaMnO2 at LT and CuMnO2 at RT and LT.

Therefore, we intend to perform first-principles calcula-

tions to elucidate the electronic structures and magnetic proper-

ties of a-NaMnO2 and CuMnO2. The magnetic ground state we

obtained is in agreement with the experimental findings.10,11

And the exchange coupling constants are very similar with the

results of earlier studies.13 Importantly, the exchange constants

are all positive, which reveals that the magnetic frustration is

only partially relieved at LT.

Our calculations were performed by using the stan-

dard full-potential linearized augmented plane wave code

WIEN2k.15 The muffin-tin sphere radii were chosen as 2.19,

1.92, and 1.70 a.u. for Na, Mn, and O (a-NaMnO2) and 1.83,

1.91, and 1.62 a.u. for Cu, Mn, and O (CuMnO2), respec-

tively. The cutoff parameter RmtKmax was set to 7.0 and 100

k-points were used over the first Brillouin zone for both a-

NaMnO2 and CuMnO2. The generalized gradient approxi-

mation (GGA) by Perdew et al.16 was employed for the

exchange-correlation potential. To properly describe the

strong electron correlation associated with the Mn and Cu 3d
states, we performed GGAþU calculations, where

Ueff¼U� J (U and J are on-site Coulomb and exchange

interaction, respectively) was used instead of U.17 All the

results shown in the following are obtained with Ueff¼ 8 eV,

but the use of other Ueff values such as 6 and 10 eV leads to

qualitatively the same results. To obtain the ground state and

the exchange constants, 2� 2� 2 supercell calculations

were performed for different possible magnetic patterns.

Three AFM structures in the Mn–Mn plane [Fig. 1(a)] were

I-type (1:, 2:, 3;, 4;), II-type (1:, 2;, 3;, 4:), and III-type

(1:, 2;, 3:, 4;) antiferromagnetism. The up arrow (:) stands

for spin-up and the down arrow (;) stands for spin-down.

The prefix C denotes ferromagnetic (FM) and G denotes

AFM interplane couplings. Totally, there are seven possible

magnetic configurations for the LT phase [Fig. 1(b)].

The results of GGA and GGAþU calculations for the

structure of CuMnO2 at RT are listed in Table I. Among the five

possible magnetic configurations, the I-type antiferromagnetism

is the most stable state, which means that AFM exchange is

more favorable along the (110) and (100) directions. Consider-

ing that all the Mn–Mn bonds along the (010) and (100) direc-

tions are completely equivalent, both of the (010) and (100)

directions should be AFM exchange. Therefore, CuMnO2 in the

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:

zzeng@theory.issp.ac.cn.
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RT structure is a system with frustration effects. In addition, the

small difference of total energy between C and G configurations

means that the magnetic coupling between Mn layers is so weak

that the system exhibits a 2D characteristic.

The results of GGA and GGAþU calculations for the

structure of a-NaMnO2 (CuMnO2) in the LT phase are listed

in Table II. The 2D characteristic is also obvious. Among the

seven magnetic configurations, the CIII (GIII) state is the

most stable state for a-NaMnO2 (CuMnO2), consistent with

experimental observations.10,11 In addition, a spin moment of

3.3 (3.4)lB=Mn in GGA and 3.7 (3.7) lB=Mn in GGAþU is

obtained in a-NaMnO2 (CuMnO2). The spin-moment corre-

sponds to the high spin state of Mn3þ ions (S¼ 2). The reduc-

tion from the Hund’s rule value of 4 lB=Mn for S¼ 2 is

induced by Mn–O hybridization, which is also reflected in the

electronic structure discussed in the following.

In order to describe the magnetic frustration and spatially

anisotropic exchange interaction more clearly, we estimate the

exchange constants along the three triangular directions (three

directions are inequivalent in P�1). The nearest-neighbor

J1, the next-nearest-neighbor J2, and the next-next-nearest-

neighbor J3 exchange interactions are taken into account.

Since all the configurations (both a-NaMnO2 and CuMnO2)

exhibit insulating characteristics (see Table II), the spin size

of Mn is stable, and the system exhibits a 2D characteristic, a

Heisenberg-like Hamiltonian may be a good primary approxi-

mation for the in-plane magnetic energy. By mapping the

obtained total energies for each magnetic state to the Heisen-

berg model, the exchange interactions J1, J2, and J3 were cal-

culated within this approximation:

2� ð4� 4J1S2 þ 4� 4J3S2Þ ¼ EðFMÞ � EðCIÞ; (1)

2� ð4� 4J2S2 þ 4� 4J3S2Þ ¼ EðFMÞ � EðCIIÞ; (2)

2� ð4� 4J1S2 þ 4� 4J2S2Þ ¼ EðFMÞ � EðCIIIÞ; (3)

as the values of the exchange constants from GGA calcula-

tions are more reliable,14 we adopt the GGA results. With the

moment S¼ 2, we get J1¼ 5.7 meV, J2¼ 2.3 meV, and

J3¼ 2.1 meV for a-NaMnO2 and J1¼ 4.8 meV, J2¼ 1.3 meV,

and J3¼ 0.9 meV for CuMnO2. The value of J1 for a-NaMnO2

is very similar with the one obtained by Stock et al.13 and also

does not change drastically after the structural phase transi-

tion, since the value of J1 for a-NaMnO2 in the LT phase is

nearly the same as the one obtained in the RM phase.12,14 In

addition, The value of J1 is much larger than that of J2 and J3.

So the intrachain interactions (J1) are dominate in these

compounds.

Importantly, all the values of J1, J2, and J3 being positive

means that the AFM interaction is the minimum energy state

for the three directions, although FM ordering is formed along

J3. Such AFM interaction originates from the Mn–Mn direct

exchange interactions. As we know, all the Mn–O–Mn super-

exchange interactions are weak due to the nearly 90� angles.18

So Mn–Mn direct exchange interactions in-plane should be

dominant. And half-filled t2g orbitals directed along the three

triangular directions should favor strong AFM direct

exchange between Mn3þ ions.18 Since all AFM interactions

cannot be satisfied simultaneously, the interaction of relative

longer Mn-Mn distance (J3) is forced to FM coupling under

competition. Therefore, despite the onset of the long-range

magnetic order, a-NaMnO2 and CuMnO2 can still be regarded

as a frustrated system.

FIG. 1. (a) Magnetic configurations in Mn–Mn plane. (b) Schematic repre-

sentation of seven magnetic configurations used in our calculations. Only

Mn atoms are drawn. Spin-up (�) and spin-down (*) moments.

TABLE I. The total energy E [meV=(8f. u.)], magnetic moment M (lB) per

Mn3þ and band gap Eg (eV) for the structure of CuMnO2 at 300 K in differ-

ent magnetic states.

Configuration FM CI GI CII GII

GGA E 724 0 5 442 460

M 3.4 3.3 3.3 3.4 3.4

Eg 0.1 0.6 0.8 0.6 0.6

GGAþU E 106 0 3 154 156

M 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.78

Eg 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.0 1.1

TABLE II. The total energy E [meV=(8f. u.)], magnetic moment M (lB) per Mn3þ and band gap Eg (eV) for the structure of a-NaMnO2 (CuMnO2) at 4 K (10 K)

in different magnetic states.

Configuration FM CI GI CII GII CIII GIII

GGA E 1018(755) 15(29) 15(33) 500(464) 496(481) 0(0) 1(6)

M 3.4(3.4) 3.3(3.3) 3.3(3.3) 3.3(3.4) 3.3(3.4) 3.3(3.3) 3.3(3.3)

Eg 0.9(0.1) 1.3(0.6) 1.3(0.8) 1.2(0.6) 1.3(0.6) 1.4(0.6) 1.3(0.8)

GGAþU E 204(132) 5(12) 6(10) 145(160) 143(166) 0(1.2) 1(0)

M 3.7(3.7) 3.7(3.7) 3.7(3.7) 3.7(3.7) 3.7(3.7) 3.7(3.7) 3.7(3.7)

Eg 2.3(1.2) 2.9(1.3) 2.8(1.5) 2.9(1.3) 2.9(1.4) 2.9(1.3) 2.8(1.4)
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The partial density of states (DOS) of GGA calculations

for the structure of a-NaMnO2 and CuMnO2 in the LT phase

are presented in Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 2(a), a-NaMnO2 is

insulating with a band gap of 1.4 eV. In the approximately

octahedral crystal field, the d manifold splits into lower t2g

and upper eg states. And the eg orbitals are further split into

d3z2�r2 and dx2�y2 due to the JT distortion that all octahedra

are axially elongated along the same direction. The corre-

sponding t2g and eg manifolds of the Mn 3d states can be eas-

ily distinguished in Fig. 2(a): states derived by t2g: and

lowered d3z2�r2" are located between �2 and �1 eV, �0.8

and 0 eV, the Mn dx2�y2" and d; states are nearly empty and

are placed at approximately 2 eV above the Fermi level.

Thus, the Mn ions are in the high-spin state. The O 2p band

is below the Mn 3d bands and lies about 4 eV below the

Fermi level with a bandwidth of approximately 4 eV. In

addition, the O 2p states also experience a substantial polar-

ization in the same energy area as the d3z2�r2" band, due to

the strong r-type overlap with eg states. A similar DOS of

GIII-ordered CuMnO2 are shown in Fig. 2(b). The fulfilled

Cu 3d states are located between �3 and �0.5 eV. There-

fore, Cu occurs as Cu1þ in this material.

Although a-NaMnO2 and CuMnO2 are already insulating

within GGA, the strong correlation between d electrons of Mn

and Cu ions should not be neglected. Therefore, on-site Cou-

lomb correlations of the Mn and Cu 3d electrons are taken

into account by using a GGAþU method with Ueff¼ 8 eV.

Compared with GGA results, the Cu bands are little shifted

due to the closed shell configuration of the Cuþ ion, whereas

the occupied Mn 3d bands are shifted downward both in

a-NaMnO2 and CuMnO2 (Fig. 3). The DOS has a large contri-

bution from the O 2p states and a small contribution from

the Mn 3d states in the occupied regions from �4 (�6) to 0

eV in a-NaMnO2 (CuMnO2). This is due to the strong elec-

tron–electron repulsion, which pushes the occupied bands

down. Because of this shift, the character of the increased

band gap is predominantly a charge-transfer gap from the O

2p to Mn 3d orbitals.

In summary, we have studied the magnetic properties and

electronic structure of a-NaMnO2 and delafossite CuMnO2

using GGA and GGAþU approaches. Like a-NaMnO2, the

triangular-lattice of CuMnO2 exhibits magnetic frustration at

RT. And at LT, accompanied by a structural phase transitions

from monoclinic (C2=m) to triclinic (P1), a long-range or-

dered AFM ground state is formed in both a-NaMnO2 and

CuMnO2. However, the magnetic frustration is only partially

relieved: despite the onset of the long-range magnetic order,

the AFM interaction is the minimum energy state for all three

directions. Thus, a-NaMnO2 and CuMnO2 can still be

regarded as frustrated systems. The GGA calculations

describe a high-spin state of Mn3þ ions: The JT distortion

lowers the energy of d3r2�z2 orbital, leading to the stabilization

of high-spin Mn. Our GGAþU results show that a-NaMnO2

and CuMnO2 are charge-transfer insulators.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Partial density of states (DOS) of (a) a-NaMnO2 [(b)

CuMnO2] by GGA in the CIII (GIII) state for the fixed structure at 4 K (10 K).

The 2p states are of two oxygens in one formular unit.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Partial density of states (DOS) of (a) a-NaMnO2 [(b)

CuMnO2] by GGAþU (Ueff¼ 8 eV) in the CIII (GIII) state for the fixed

structure at 4 K (10 K). The 2p states are of two oxygens in one formular unit.
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